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Let’s start with a basically healthy adult/child; what has to happen to a person before illness sets in?
Step 1. Repair Loop (immune system) is damaged by:
• Body trauma
• Emotional trauma
• Toxins
• “Chaotic” electric / including Ionizing Radiation / Non-Ionizing Radiation
• Generational issues/Past Life
• Dark energy
Step 2. Cellular Repair Response System (CRRS) is activated send extremely acidic cytokine
hormones to the site of “injury”.
Step 3. CRRS normally turns “off” as microbes and dead cells are disposed of by the acidic
cytokines. Often the “damage” is caused by toxins, electric or even emotional trauma and therefore no
specific “site of injury”; it now becomes systemic with acidic cytokines pumping into the system for
years—sometimes never turning “off”— causing organ/system malfunction.
Step 4. As the pH becomes more and more acidic, homeostasis ( the body’s ability to return to normal
function), is not attainable until alkalinity is restored. An acid system provides the perfect terrain for
microbial activity and yeast/fungus overgrowth, causing further breakdown of malfunctioning cells in
preparation for the death of the body.
An acid system is always in a breakdown or “catabolic” mode; an alkaline system puts the body into an
anabolic or rebuilding mode for continual cellular self-repair.

Step 5. Individual organs or entire systems become symptomatic and begin to shut down causing
the patient to seek relief through:


“Procedures”/operations (more body trauma/emotional trauma)



Medications (additional chemical toxicity)



Electric therapies (added chaotic electric)

Fact: A damaged Repair Loop ultimately causes acidic pH, the perfect terrain for all disease.
Fact: Once health has been thus compromised, miasms of toxins stored in the body’s Infinite Energy
Field tend to leach down into the physical body including among others, not only toxins and electromagnetic radiation, but some of the most insidious diseases with “no known cause/no known cure”:
chronic fatigue syndrome, obsessive compulsive disorder, fibromyalgia, Lyme Disease and some of the
most serious mental disorders.
These fields are capable of cleansing with the subtle frequencies of energy medicine.

Question: Are we dealing with step 5 – damage control/crisis mode when we should begin with
step 1 “root cause”?

